
The Virtual Writers Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 28 May 2020

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS: Tuesday 2 June 2020 

Present: 
Veronica Carolan
Ian Clark
Max Clark (guest)
Lesley Pemberton

Welcome to a new virtual meeting of the Whitby Writers Group since the start of the covid-19 
lockdown.

Please send your comments on each contribution to me, by Monday night, 1 June.
It will help me not to misplace your email if you choose a subject line containing:

• WWG (for virtual WWG) or VPG (for virtual poetry group)
• the date of the moot
• your name.

If for technical reasons you can’t see the attachment, there’s a list of past (commented) PDFs here:
www.whitbywriters.com/proceedings-of-virtual-meetings 


Click an item on the list, and the chosen PDF will be downloaded to your computer.

When I get your comments back I will append them to the appropriate contribution in an update to 
these proceedings, which I will email to you again.

–––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Matters Arising: 
It’s “Come All Ye Faithful” this time, with apologies from SUE and ADELE due to pressure of work 
and other commitments. But we hope you won’t be disappointed with what we do have to offer.

I’ve taken the opportunity of some free space to invite a guest to our virtual moot. My son MAX. 
The story is nearly 20 years old – he wrote it in his 20s – but it is by no means passé. I think it is 
quite as accomplished as anything we could write ourselves, and I hope others agree, and 
welcome his guest appearance.

Members’ Contributions: 
VERONICA has revised the start of her memoir, which she offered last time, and is calling it the 
Introduction.

IAN has expanded the enigmatic passage we saw a fortnight ago from his novel Anitra’s Petition. It 
no longer ends on a cliffhanger, but carries on to the end of the book. Because it’s extended at 
both ends, some overlap with what you’ve already read is to be expected. He is writing the novel 
backwards because he likes to know where the story is going.

MAX regales us with an account of an incident in his unusually well-spent youth.

LESLEY interrupts her historical novel for this session, to give us an entertaining short story. 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Veronica Carolan

Introduction
AUDREY’S WORLD 1988

We are a second time round family. Life certainly began again at forty for both of  us, 
Eddie being that age when I offered him a lift home from the bus garage with his 
shopping bags on June 10th, 1988, never dreaming that life was about to change 
dramatically from that point onwards. I was Chaplain to the Stevenage bus garage at the 
time, as part of  my work as an assistant minister in Shephall, one of  the neighbourhoods 
of  the town, and Aston, a nearby village. Eddie lived in Shephall, so knowing this I 
dropped him home on my way back to my own home. I accepted a cup of  tea – it was 
only polite, after all, and was amazed to find myself  in a charged atmosphere. Somehow 
the ice was broken, and we were on the brink of  a relationship which was not only 
unexpected but unlikely. To cut a long story short, having gone with my gut feelings, we 
have now been married over thirty years. But that is another story. 

I was forty when I gave birth to Audrey on August 2nd, 1992. Audrey is our – and my 
– only child; Eddie has two daughters, Heidi (24) and Cathy (22) and is grandad to Ricky, 
and Luke, so Audrey was born with two nephews younger than her. A ready-made 
family. We continued to live in Stevenage, which was one of  the new towns built in the 
1960s, not pretty as far as architecture goes, but full of  trees and open spaces. Eddie, a 
bus driver when we met, later worked as a Ranger in the largest Stevenage park, 
Fairlands Valley Lakes where, amongst other duties, he learned how to sail and eventually 
became an instructor. I continued to work full time, returning to work just two months 
after having Audrey, through necessity rather than choice, as we now had a mortgage. I 
had been working as a secretary with Glaxo in Ware, whose life-enhancing research was 
to be beneficial to both Audrey and to me in the near future. After my maternity leave I 
was transferred to Stevenage in a new administrative role. We needed childcare, and 
through Glaxo found a childminder in Aston village, who was perfect for the job as it 
transpired. Audrey grew to have a ‘second family’ consisting of  Sue, her childminder, her 
husband Nick, and Rebecca, their daughter, and their wide circle of  friends in the village 
of  Aston. 

–––––––––––––––––––––– 

PIP
I haven't read the previous contribution but the Introduction sets the scene and I am looking forward to 

reading more. 

SUE
I think this reads well as a lead-in to the account of  childbirth that we saw last time. It’s very clearly written, 

easy to follow, and contains useful and needed information. I can’t tell yet whether this is the right place to start 
your eventual full memoir – my own feeling is that the shape of  the story, and the right place to start, will 
become clearer as you get more of  it down on paper... and as it is an interesting story, I strongly encourage you 
to continue. I would like to read more, please! 
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JENNY
A well written and informative piece of  writing. As an introduction, it gives a valuable insight into our last 

meeting's memoir. My only query is the age of  the step-daughters and grandchildren, when were they this age? 
Was it when Audrey was born or some other time? 

VERONICA
I noticed a slip in my own small contribution. I have been re-writing it into the past tense, and didn't edit the 

second para, second line: "Eddie had" two daughters (or else "has", and change the ages). 
(Ed: I think it’s grammatically correct as it stands. Audrey is… Eddie has… the sequence of  tenses is followed, plus the logic 

is sound: if  Eddie had two daughters then (d.v.) he still has. However if  it were my book I’d consider rewriting the passage to make 
it hinge less on a grammatical nuance, simply to avoid the embarrassment of  having to correct the sub-editor’s inevitable “corrections” 
– and the result would make for easier reading. 

But now my attention is drawn to the sentence which follows: Audrey was born with two nephews younger than her. 
That is indeed a logical fallacy, because if  younger than her they would not have been born at the time of  her birth. So how about 
this?– Audrey has two nephews younger than her. Or, better still: Audrey has two nephews who were born after 
she was. Some would dismiss such considerations as mere pedantry. But WWG is meant to be a masterclass in writing, and good 
writers should be eager to master their craft.) 

LESLEY
A good synopsis of  how you and Eddie came together and then had your daughter, Audrey. 
I think this makes a useful introduction/back story before the section you provided last time. 
The ‘1988’ in the title isn’t necessary, especially as Audrey didn’t arrive until 1992. 
Not really to do with your story content, but I have some friends in Shephall and my late husband worked for 

Smith Kline French/Smith Kline Beecham - at the time rival pharmaceutical company to Glaxo but later the two 
merged to become Glaxo Smith Kline. 

ADELE
The intro provides a good deal of  information for the back story.  There were a couple of  little things I 

wondered about.  You said ‘To cut a long story short’ followed by ‘But that’s another story’, and I’m not sure this 
sits well with a reader when the only information is a marriage of  30 years.  Maybe a bit more info would tempt 
us into thinking there was a whole other story to intrigue us, but a 30-year marriage is not really enough for me. 

You also say Audrey has nephews younger than her – I assume this is a typo and you mean older, which is 
more unusual, and sounds like a spring board for potential issues ahead. 

I was intrigued by the mention of  being Chaplain to a bus garage.  Is this a regular thing? Did you give it up 
to become a secretary for Glaxo, or was it an unpaid role you had?  Sorry to sound ignorant of  such matters, but 
it just seemed a little odd.  I believe this is true story if  I am right, so I am not questioning it in that respect, but 
maybe there is an assumption as to the reader’s understanding, which might benefit from further clarification. 

It sounds like you have a really interesting story to tell Veronica and one which may not be the easiest to have 
dealt with.  I admire your bravery and look forward to further instalments. 

IAN
A brisk and businesslike introduction. It packs a lot of  family history into a small space. It says to me: you 

need to know all this, but you’ve heard nothing yet. I like that approach. It doesn’t try to agonise or romanticise 
the suffering that’s in store. This is Life As It Should Be: the calm before the storm. 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Ian Clark

Anitra’s Petition – the final chapter

Lance-Colonel Kat Hashimotova opened the office door and ushered Nilsson in 
before her. Behind his desk, Dr Galax rose to his feet and held out his hand, directing 
the Commissioner to take a seat. Peter Zwillinge’s hibernator followed on a gurney, 
which Kat parked alongside the desk. Then she absented herself  on some pressing 
matter, saying she would be back shortly.  

Dr Galax resumed his seat behind the desk. “Welcome to our rusty little planet, 
Commissioner. It’s always a pleasure to receive a representative of  the law from System 
Gaia.” 

Nilsson declined to acknowledge the perfunctory courtesy. Keeping her voice even 
and her features wooden, she said “I’ve brought you Peter Zwillinge. In a box.” 

“Delighted to accept, Commissioner. I’m glad the Selenean Legation has at last seen 
sense.” 

“Peter Zwillinge is surrendering voluntarily. The Selenean Legation has no choice but 
to comply.” 

“Robots don’t do anything ‘voluntarily’. Whatever they do is the moral responsibility 
of  their owners. The same goes for chimorgs. Which, after all, are only robots made of  
meat.” 

Nilsson hadn’t come to bandy words with Dr Galax. But she wasn’t going to let him 
get away with that. 

“Peter Zwillinge just so happens to be a Selenean citizen. Whatever you propose to do 
with him, I demand that his human rights be respected.” 

Galax knit his brows in a pained expression. “Chimorgs don’t have human rights, 
Commissioner. Zwillinge is the property of  the Vratch, for us to do what we like with. 
That’s the law on Mars.” His voice softened and became avuncular. “But let’s not argue 
over these little differences in our respective constitutions.” 

“Peter Zwillinge may be the ‘property’ of  the Vratch. But the hibernator is the 
property of  Selene. However, allow me to make you a gift of  it – provided the Vratch 
undertakes not to abuse its contents.” She glanced at the open hibernator beside Galax’s 
desk. “Evidently you were expecting to have to provide your own. But I’ve saved you the 
trouble.” 

“No – that one is for me.” 
Nilsson raised her eyebrows in surprise. Galax took it as an implied demand for 

explanation. 
“I’m just about to embark on a hurried trip to Prometheus – the derelict supply ship in a 

graveyard orbit around the Moon. Which, as you’ll know, has lately become our 
property.” 

“The property of  the Vratch?” 
“No… but a Martian organisation nonetheless. One I also happen to head up. It is 

called Human Rights: HR for short. Have you heard of  it?” 
Nilsson most certainly had. “A hurried trip did you say?” 
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“Yes…” Dr Galax leaned back in his chair and folded his fingers behind his head. “A 
remarkable situation has arisen there. One of  the laboratory animals, a chimorg with 
gaian ingredients, has become so useful and compliant that they’ve seen fit to promote it 
to a position of  responsibility. I’m going there as a matter of  urgency to find out just 
what they think they’re up to.” 

“Well, let me wish you godspeed, Dr Galax.” Throughout the conversation Nilsson 
had not changed her expression by a single twitch. 

“For my part, Commissioner, let me thank you for all the help you have given in 
connection with the Zwillinge business.” Galax reached out and patted Peter’s 
hibernator. “If  you are returning to the Moon in the next few days, we might well meet 
up again there. If  so, you must come and have dinner with me, as a small recompense 
for the trouble you have gone to on our behalf.” 

With those few kind words, albeit uttered distractedly, Dr Galax rose to his feet, 
stepped into the open hibernator and shut the lid. A gruesome hissing-and-bubbling 
announced that the hibernation process had commenced. 

The moment the noise stopped, Nilsson got up and peered through the transparent 
panel at Galax’s frosted face. She was saying to herself: As long as I’m anywhere near 
you, Peter Zwillinge, you are a responsible human being – and you remain a Selenean 
citizen. I will not stand by while your human rights are so flagrantly violated. 

It then occurred to her that Magic Mirror, the robot agent of  the Prometheus, which 
she had interviewed on her last visit there, probably still recognised Peter as the real 
captain of  the vessel. If  she seriously wanted to save him – to spare him the agonies of  
judicial dispersal – she ought to send Peter there in place of  Dr Galax. 

That would put the cat among the pigeons. 
On impulse she prised the ID plate out of  its magnetic holder and switched it with 

Peter’s. Then, feeling in her top pocket for the elstat Peter had given her before he was 
hibernated, she primed it. Desperate times bred desperate measures. If  it all went wrong 
for her, she was determined to go out with a bang. 

At that moment Kat opened the door. There were delivery men standing behind her. 
“Is Dr Galax ready to go?” 

Nilsson nodded and pointed to Peter’s casket, now re-badged as “Galax”. The men 
started the gurney’s motor and it swept silently out of  the door. 

Kat came in and stood at the foot of  the remaining casket. She glanced perfunctorily 
at the ID plate, seemingly satisfied. But suddenly she stared up at Nilsson as if  
something was wrong. 

“Commissioner,” she said slowly, “would you accompany me please? I want you to see 
what we’re going to have to do with this casket.” 

Starting its motor, she wheeled it out of  the door. Nilsson followed close behind, her 
apprehension rising. They entered a levitator which was big enough to take them both, 
plus the gurney, and sank down to the basement. Once there Kat set off  briskly down 
the corridor, knowing just where she was going. Neither of  them uttered a word. 

Presently Kat stopped at a hatch in the wall. The gurney was just the right height to 
load the casket into the hatch, which sucked it in like a child slurping up spaghetti. Kat’s 
shoulders seemed to sag slightly as if  she was sighing inwardly. She turned to Nilsson. 
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“Now I’ll tell you something you wouldn’t have known. We’ve both just escaped 
violent death. The whole time we’ve been in the vicinity of  this casket there’s been a 
primed elstat within a couple of  metres of  us. A typical Peter Zwillinge trick. Would you 
mind checking there’s nothing sticking to your clothing?” 

Nilsson patted herself  all round. Kat did the same, and she also lifted up each booted 
foot behind her in turn to check the instep. Whilst she was thus engaged, Nilsson felt in 
her breast pocket, disarming Peter’s elstat. Coincidentally there issued a roaring noise 
from behind the hatch. 

Kat gave a deep sigh. “Okay, it’s gone now.” She turned to Nilsson. “A great evil has 
passed from the world.” 

“I thought you’d exonerated him?” 
“I had… of  the crimes you were holding him for. But he was no innocent lamb. The 

main thing to do was to get hold of  him and disperse him swiftly and thoroughly. In 
normal cases the Vratch would have taken their time over it. But Dr Galax said that such 
a luxury was far too hazardous – and gave orders for the outlaw to be incinerated the 
moment we laid our hands on him. As it’s turned out, it’s been the wisest thing to do.” 

Nilsson nodded slowly, keeping her own counsel. As she continued to do till the day 
she died. 

At the Areopagus a pitched battle breaks out over Anitra’s hibernated body. Nanoud and Hermes 
fight through to deliver it to Oberon, which detaches from Mars orbit, bound for the Oort Cloud. 

Three days later, Peter opened his eyes. Where was he? Come to that, who was he? 
Then memory came flooding back. The worst had happened to his precious Anitra, 

and he’d lost the will to live. Inside the Selenean legation, although no longer a prisoner, 
he had not only consented but actually begged to be hibernated and handed over to the 
Vratch. So now he was at Vratch HQ next door to PUG Memorial Hospital, about to be 
dispersed as an outlaw, class 4. 

A chill ran through him, as if  he’d been spitted with an icicle. 
Well, let it all commence! 
He struggled to raise himself  on his elbow to look around, but was gently eased back 

onto his pillow. He’d felt strangely floaty as he moved. A Selenean voice said “Take your 
time, Doctor. No rush. There’s fresh coffee brewing, when you feel you can get some 
down.” 

Well… this was unanticipated hospitality! What cruel game were they playing with 
him? 

Then he realised that they were in microgravity. How could that be, on the surface of  
Mars? He glanced up at the ceiling fitments. This didn’t look like a Vratch laboratory. But 
it all seemed oddly familiar: like a place he’d lived in for several years. 

‘Would you mind telling me where I am?” 
The young attendant laughed. “You’re in the sick-bay of  Prometheus, in orbit round the 

Moon. Welcome Aboard, Dr Galax.” 
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This time Peter did succeed in struggling into a sitting position. The attendant smiled 
at his look of  amazement. 

“Don’t worry, some confusion is normal after resuscitation. They tell me it never gets 
any better, no matter how frequently you do it. Ready for your coffee now?” He left the 
room to bring Peter what he’d promised. 

Peter looked down at his new prosthetic legs, courtesy of  Commissioner Nilsson. He 
swung them over the side of  the bed and stood up: not an onerous task in microgravity. 
They felt just like his old legs, which long ago the Vratch had taken away. What amazing 
things could be done nowadays! He felt a surge of  gratitude for his old enemy – who 
was now, he supposed, his friend and benefactor. 

He glanced towards the v-unit on the wall and saw Magic Mirror gazing back at him, 
out of  empty eye-sockets. “Good evening, MM,” he said. 

“Good morning, Captain Zwillinge.” 
“I’m Dr Galax.” 
“Yes… I heard that young man mis-identifying you.” 
Peter lowered his voice. “Are you going to unmask me?” 
“No,” said MM. “I approve of  the subterfuge. You have important work to do here.” 
“Am I going to get away with it?” 
“I’m certain of  it. No one on board has met Dr Galax in the flesh. To all the HR 

members here, he is nothing but a voice on the intertalk. And they’re all too young to 
remember you – and they certainly won’t guess it’s you, now you’re back on legs. But I 
recommend you to do something about your voice.” 

Peter cleared his throat. “We must populate the universe with the genomes of  excellence, not 
mediocrity…” he was quoting from a famous speech by Galax. For all his natural growl, 
Peter managed to do a fair impression of  the man. 

“That’s better,” said MM. “Just say you have throat disease.” 
“The Seleneans will think I’m laughing at them.” 
“Shh…!” 
Just then the attendant reappeared with a cafetière of  hot coffee. “When you’re 

thoroughly recovered, Doctor, the Boss says he’s all ready to meet you.” 

# 

Ten minutes later Peter and the attendant pulled themselves on cables stretched taut 
to the control room on the perimeter, kept at lunar gravity by the rotation of  the 
spacecraft. Together they entered the control room, but nobody paid them any attention 
until they stood before the main console. 

“Boss, I’ve brought our visitor to see you.” 
The figure in the command seat turned to face them. It was Andrew – Anitra’s twin 

brother! MM had betrayed him. He could not fail to be recognised now. 
Andrew extended his hand with no suggestion of  surprise, indeed with every sign of  

cordiality. “Good morning, Dr Galax. Welcome Aboard. I’m glad you had a safe journey. 
So kind of  you to come all this way to discuss things with me.” 
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The usually quick-witted Peter couldn’t gather his words to reply. Fortunately the 
attendant rescued the situation. “Do you need me here, sir? Or shall I return to my 
duties?” 

“No, we don’t need you, cosmonaut. Carry on.” 
When the man had gone, Peter said “You do recognise me, don’t you Andrew?” 
But Peter’s question was met with an expression of  puzzlement, which Andrew’s skin-

patterns confirmed. “I’m afraid I… I can’t recall ever having had the honour, Doctor. 
Where could it have been? I’ve never been to Mars…” 

Clearly something was seriously wrong. Before arriving on Prometheus, Peter was 
convinced that Andrew had been swept away in the River Wear when the family bus 
went over the parapet of  Newton Cap viaduct. 

“Pardon me Andrew, would you be so good as to let me look in your eyes? Trust me – 
I’m a doctor.” 

Instinctively he felt in his top pocket for his ophthalmoscope. In his consternation 
he’d suffered a total throwback to his days on Oberon, as a respected member of  Mr 
Sullivan’s surgical team. 

“Use mine,” said Andrew. Whereupon he took out the very instrument from his own 
top pocket. 

“How come you carry one of  those around with you?” 
“You’re by no means the first doctor to look in my eyes. Or to want to. So I find it 

handy to have one of  my own to lend.” 
Taking the ophthalmoscope, Peter conducted an examination of  his impromptu 

patient’s retinas. As he did so his hand began to shake. 
“Andrew – you’re brain-dead!” 
Andrew put his hand up and gently pushed aside the scope. He smiled patronisingly, 

as though Peter were a child who’d stumbled on a simple riddle. 
“That’s right. They tell me I all but drowned. It’s only being hibernated in a timely 

manner, and resuscitated under ideal conditions, that has saved my life. But my 
neocortex, alas, was beyond recovery.” 

“Then how do you manage to speak – and act?” But the moment he’d asked the 
question, Peter knew the answer. 

“I’m a Star-Child: a stellan: one of  the Third Species of  Humanity – thanks to the 
recent court case.” 

“Yes…” 
“Every stellan has two minds. A gaian mind, residing in the head. And a groubian one, 

residing in the skin.” 
Andrew seemed to withdraw into himself, as if  pondering what he’d just said. “As 

children we always knew it. But only because the grown-ups had told us. Now, having 
drowned and come back to life – only now do I really understand what it means.” 

“What about those ‘grown-ups’ you’ve just mentioned? Can you recall their names?” 
Peter tried to keep his voice from faltering. The scientist in him was determined not to 
fall into the “clever Hans” trap – the counting horse that couldn’t really count, but 
merely took a guess at what would please its owner, something it could tell from tone-of-
voice. 
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Like a man staring into thick fog, Andrew slowly shook his head. “My gaian brain-
traces are gone forever. While they were being laid down, my skin-mind recorded only 
what would mean anything to a child. A groubian child – which in effect I still am. 
Namely: my brothers and sister; their feelings and thoughts; the things they said to me, 
and I to them. We spoke to each other, you know… but not in words.” 

“So you do remember you had a sister?” 
Andrew shut his eyes and a smile reappeared on his lips. But the colours showing on 

his face said much, much more. “Oh… yes. She was the dearest person to me in the 
whole world.” He opened his eyes and fixed Peter’s gaze. “Her gaian name was Anitra. I 
only know it because my HR colleagues have told me. And they’ve told me, too, how 
much I owe her for my life… and liberty.” 

“You do know what’s happened to her?” 
Andrew was about to say something, then checked himself. He looked keenly at Peter. 

“It’s taken you three days to get here by fast-ferry, hasn’t it, Dr Galax?” 
Peter nodded. 
“Then you won’t have heard the news from Mars.” 
Peter shook his head vigorously. “What has happened?” 
Andrew’s voice sank to a whisper. “Terrible things…!” 

# 

On Oberon Mr Sullivan, fresh from the operating theatre, came into his office and sat 
down heavily behind his desk. Slowly, as if  his neck were in pain, he turned to face 
Nanoud and Hermes who had been sitting there the whole time. 

“It’s bad news, I’m afraid. No gaian brain can withstand exposure to the Book of  
Titan. It was a black day when you let her read it.” 

Nanoud held her peace. She saw no point in telling the surgeon that wasn’t quite what 
had happened. The end-result was the same. 

“So what now?” 
Mr Sullivan took a deep breath. “Anitra has been resuscitated, but she has not 

recovered from her coma. Nor will she. She has gone into PVS – a persistent vegetative 
state. And according to my examination of  her neocortex: that’s where she is going to 
stay. Until the day her life-support is turned off.” 

“We cannot allow that to happen!” snapped Nanoud. “Anitra Starr is precious to the 
whole Groubian Nation. We will wait an eternity for her to regain consciousness.” 

“Well,” said Mr Sullivan, “You know my thoughts on that. But you must do what you 
think best.” He bowed his head. 

His secretary came in and silently presented him with a letter, which he perused. As 
he did so his eyebrows rose, and he himself  almost rose from his seat. 

“It’s from Peter – from Mr Zwillinge. He’s on Prometheus – and he’s met Andrew 
there!” 

“Anitra’s twin-brother!” said Nanoud. 
“The very same. It appears that Andrew has undergone the same morbid change that 

presently afflicts Anitra. But now he is fully conscious and rational… and sends you all 
his greetings.” 
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“In the name of  all that’s wonderful! How has he managed to do that?” said Hermes. 
“Once the necrotic neocortex was elided, his cutaneous mind was released from its 

inhibition, to emerge into consciousness…” 
He threw the letter down on the desk and got up. “Well, it’s back to the operating 

theatre for Anitra.” 
“What are you going to do?” said Hermes. 
“I’m going to decorticate our young patient.” 

# 

Anitra opened her eyes. But they held no light of  reason. Then, sitting up straight, she 
looked all around. Her eyes fell on Mr Sullivan by her bedside, but she gave no sign of  
recognising him, or even of  being aware of  his presence. She lowered her feet to the 
ground and stood up, her face showing wonder and bafflement. Then her blank skin 
erupted into colour and she smiled, like someone able to see angels. 

Her yellow raincoat was hanging behind the door: the birthday present that made her 
look like a film star. Nanoud had hung it up there in the feeble hope that Anitra would 
recognise it and so grasp a thread of  her earthly life. It might possibly connect her to 
reality. 

She went over to it and stroked it with the palm of  her hand. Then taking it off  the 
hook she put it on, over the tight-fitting fish-scale uniform of  the Groubian Echelon 
that Nanoud had stubbornly insisted on dressing her in. 

Underneath the raincoat, hanging by their laces, were the red skates that Nilsson had 
given her. She took down those as well. 

“Where are you off  to?” said Sullivan, but she didn’t seem to hear him. Soon she was 
out on the Great Stair, descending the central escalator to the bottom. 

In the Speil every head swivelled towards the doorway as she came in. She walked 
slowly, demurely, marvelling at everything around her. As Eve must have done on 
coming to life in the Garden of  Eden. 

Finding an empty table and chair she sat down, slipped off  her raincoat and strapped 
on her skates. Then, folding the raincoat over her forearm, she took to gliding 
confidently on the ice beside the path, making straight for her chosen goal. 

At a table of  ice beside the rink, through which the stars shone bright, Nanoud 
Tolchok rose slowly to her feet at Anitra’s approach. Hermes, skating desultorily nearby, 
came over and stood behind her. 

Anitra glided right up to Nanoud and came smartly to a halt in front of  her. Both 
friends stared into each others’ eyes. Then suddenly Anitra threw her arms around 
Nanoud’s neck and wept. 

“Privét, Printzéssa Dépesh,” Nanoud said in joyful greeting. 
“Privét, Generál Nanoúd,” Anitra replied through tears. And their skins, visible through 

the transparent scales of  their uniforms, seemed to merge in one single swirling pattern 
of  pinks and golds. 

Presently, looking up over Nanoud’s shoulder, Anitra noticed Hermes staring at her. 
Slipping her arms from around her friend’s neck, she stood with one hand hesitating on 
Nanoud’s shoulder. 
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“Who is this…?” Uncertainty and confusion stained her voice.  
Nanoud turned and gave Hermes a look of  cool pity. “Mr Sullivan did warn us,” she 

murmured. 
Hermes’s face was of  someone who’d received a devastating blow. “Don’t you 

recognise me, Anitra?” he said, his voice beginning to crack. “We have met…” 
Anitra glanced back at Nanoud, scrying her friend’s face for some clue as to the 

newcomer’s identity. Then she turned her perplexed gaze back upon Hermes, in mute 
appeal for forgiveness, for understanding, for acceptance of  a situation that was not of  
her making. 

Then gradually her features softened and she smiled. Pushing her raincoat into 
Nanoud’s astonished hands and seizing Hermes by his upper arm she dragged him onto 
the ice with the exclamation “Well – we’ve met now!” 

# 

The other skaters cleared the ballroom floor to give free scope to the entranced 
couple. Nanound, abandoned by the ice-table, was left to reflect that Anitra, 
notwithstanding the loss of  her gaian memories, was quite capable of  falling in love with 
Hermes all over again. 

She watched the delirious couple gliding, spinning, dancing through the galaxy, every 
thought of  other people banished from their minds as they embraced, parted, drew 
together and embraced again. 

Their glinting skates carved runes from the ice which flew up in the air. And, falling 
down on the star-strewn mirror, spelled out the word: 

Evighed 

Eternity 

–––––––––––––––––––––– 

PIP
Really clever conclusion to the saga - suspense and twists all the way and a satisfactory ending!  There are 

obviously gaps in my memory and in the story itself  but I am sure it all ties together. 

SUE
AH! NOW I understand how someone can be brain-dead and conscious at the same time! The explanations 

in the extended version do make sense of  what is otherwise a very perplexing situation. The pacing is good, the 
emotional dynamics are good, and I do get a sense of  rounding-off, fulfilment, loose ends being tied up, so this 
works as an “ending” for me even though I haven’t read the full novel. It’s good! 

JENNY
I was so enchanted by this heady romantic final chapter. It was word perfect and very visual, which is due to 

the quality of  the writing, as there are no wordy descriptions. Loved its sensual feeling with the slicing and 
scattering of  the ice into runes, the twirling of  the lovers through the galaxy with a magical timelessness. Stellar 
writing! 
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VERONICA
I just about followed this.  In fact I could have done with the explanation at the beginning, rather than the 

end.  I did go onto the website and read the story so far, but my mind doesn't seem wired up for SF.  I gave up 
on Tolkien because of  all the strange names, and I find the concept of  other worlds and their names just too 
alien.  I found it easy enough to read but it is definitely for the SF enthusiast and not a beginner.  The 
characterisation is believable, however. 

IAN
Veronica puts her finger on the show-stopper: the novel’s genre. I’m going to ditch my previous comments to 

address it, because I’ve made a classic beginner’s mistake, which it’s instructive for beginners to hear about. 
A novel needs a recognisable genre otherwise a publisher can’t sell it. Genre translates into market. No genre: 

no market. Genre tells the bookseller which shelf  to put the book on, the books it is going to be judged against, 
and the people who are going to like it. If  a book can be placed in one of  two genres, they tell you to pick the 
one with fewer titles, because the competition isn’t so fierce. But not if  the genre is unpopular with readers as 
well as writers. 

Veronica says she gave up on Tolkien – and that was the rule for everyone English of  my generation who 
came-of-age before the 1960s. Things were quite different in the USA – and it was there that Tolkien took off  
(in pirated editions). Basically in 1950s England there was NO (adult) market for elves, dwarves and wizards. 

Anitra’s Petition has not one but 8 potential genres, maybe even more. That’s far too many…ß 
1. Legend and folk-tale: the hero’s quest (c/f  Genesis, Pilgrim’s progress, Lord of  the Rings) 
2. Sword & sorcery fantasy: disguised but recognisable, mostly in the plot and sub-plots 
3. Hard-SF: spaceflight, the known planets, advanced but feasible technology, breeding the superman 
4. Alien encounter: elves and goblins brought up-to-date (C/f  First Men In The Moon) 
5. Mystery and Crime: who killed Anitra’s brothers, and why? 
6. Space Opera: the hero/heroine caught up in battles between interplanetary powers 
7. Love Story: not mere “love interest”, but drives the plot. (C/f  Romeo & Juliet) 
8. Social commentary, ethnic/class warfare (c/f  A Tale of  Two Cities, Dr Zhivago, Heart of  Darkness) 
If  it fell obviously into any single one of  these categories, the others could be seen as ornaments. If  I had to 

choose one I’d go for 8. The story is highly portable: stick a feather in Anitra’s hair and she’s Pocahontas. 

LESLEY
I was a little confused as to who was saying what in parts of  the opening exchanges between Galax and 

Nilsson. We don’t want a ‘he said/she said’ situation but it isn’t always as easy for the reader (or at least for me) 
to work out, although it is clear in the author’s mind who is speaking. 

I wondered why you had changed to the present tense in the paragraph:  
“At the Areopagus a pitched battle breaks out over Anitra’s hibernated body. Nanoud and Hermes 
fight through to deliver it to Oberon, which detaches from Mars orbit, bound for the Oort Cloud.”? 
Also this seems a very brief  description – unless it is bringing us back to something earlier in the story that I 

missed/have forgotten? (Ed: it’s simply a placeholder for a passasge yet to be written.) 
A typo near the end: “Nanound, abandoned by the ice-table…”. 
The  explanation at the end is helpful. Do you intend to provide a ‘glossary’ or some explanation of  other 

things, e.g., who the various races/groups are, how they are related or at odds with each other, etc.? 
As I have commented previously, I find it hard to keep in mind who’s who and where the different worlds 

and societies are. 
Glad the story has a positive ending after all the nasty things that have happened. 

ADELE
Nothing to add really – I like the change you appear to have made to last week’s offering.  It appears to be a 

very accomplished piece of  writing.  How long before you might be in a position to try and get it published Ian?  
Quite an exciting time ahead for you, I hope. 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Max Clark

Shot Down Over Burma
Growing up is a geological process. Fretful teenagers who wish they could hurry the 

process along may as well try to create rock out of  mud. Rock is the settling of  
innumerable days of  dust and silt. It cannot be hurried. We can only get a sense of  
progress by looking back to the accumulated layers.  

I’m sure my grandmother understood how we felt. Whenever the topic of  height or 
age or maturity came up, she would stand my brother and me against a gloss-white door-
frame and mark our height with a ball-point pen. It awed us to see an adult marking the 
woodwork with a pen. We would’ve been in Big Trouble if  we’d done it. Grandma 
promised us both a fiver when we were as tall as she was – an incentive to outgrow our 
trousers again and again. But she gave us something more valuable too: tangible 
evidence that we were growing – a foothold on the enigma of  time. 

If  our years are rock strata, our memories are fossils. We can unearth them in various 
states of  preservation and with specious clarity identify them as momentous occasions 
in evolution. 

I was seventeen, and living at the gliding club. Flying is a rich man’s sport. I am not of  
a wealthy family, but my parents, realizing that I desperately needed to spread my wings, 
gave me early access to the fund they had diligently saved for my future. I spent every 
holiday and even some weekends camping next to the clubhouse, packing and unpacking 
the gliders from the hangar, towing them around the field with antique tractors, and 
keeping out a weather eye. When the sky looked inviting and a glider was free, I joined 
the hawks on the ridge and the gulls exploring the invisible mazes of  air over the Vale of  
York. How I frittered that money away, but what an amazing experience it was for a very 
young man. 

I was almost the only teenager flying regularly. I flew alongside all sorts of  people, 
most of  them a generation or two older than I, blissfully unaware of  social status, which 
nowadays increasingly makes me edgy. The only status which registered with me was 
airmanship, and I considered myself  well up among them for I had served a long and 
patient apprenticeship building and flying radio controlled model gliders, and I quickly 
picked up the trappings of  experience on the full scale flying field. If  people were ironic 
about my age and experience I was oblivious, and I think I was taken far more seriously 
than I deserved. 

The club was peopled with colourful characters. There was Dick, the awful old man 
who lived in a caravan by the clubhouse all year round, for example. His domain was the 
communal kitchen known as “The Piggery”. His beard and shirt were perpetually 
stained with grease, and a girl I knew claimed she had once seen him gulp down a pint 
of  turkey fat from a beer glass. 

There were the red-nosed caterers – a couple who were every bit as alcoholic as each 
other, and the small square-jawed Yorkshireman who taught me to fly and persuaded me 
to help prop up the bar in the evenings. 

“You’ll learn loads. Everyone’s an expert flyer in the bar,” he said. 
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There was the driving instructor who had flown Vampires during the war and would 
call his students “goons”. He was grounded for unlicensed instructing in a glider. 

I recall an erratic individual we dubbed “Lucky Jim” whom the Chief  Flying 
Instructor was hugely relieved to be able to ban permanently from solo flying when he 
whipped a lump of  hashish out of  his pocket one day. 

There was a British Airways trainee pilot who shocked me by openly thieving a tenner 
from the till because he felt that helping out behind the bar should earn him free drinks. 

One larger than life character was the Deputy Chief  Flying Instructor, whose 
autocratic screech made older men giggle nervously like rebellious schoolboys. 

“Not there... There!” 
“Yes sir! [No sir! Three bags full sir!]” 
Chief  among his critics was a group of  cheerful granddads who would gather every 

Wednesday evening after flying their rickety wood and canvas machine. Every week they 
promised their wives they would drink only “a single malt whisky” (They drank many 
glasses of  single-malt whisky). 

Tom Jones was the oldest pilot in the club – over eighty. Brian was a retired fireman. 
He told us how after cutting people out of  mangled cars he would drive like an old 
woman for a week, then gradually get back to normal until the next road accident. 

Mac, the shortest and roundest, was universally loved. He had crewed bombers during 
the war and spoke fluent Urdu. He had seen the best and the worst of  life and with his 
rich laugh and his caustic comments declared it worth living. He mocked my long hair: 

“Do you realize you’re cultivating on your head what grows wild round my arse?” 
But it didn’t grow on his head any longer I observed, and he chuckled. 
One evening the welcome west wind had become a thin, blue north wind, and flying 

had finished early. The clubhouse is shaped like a control tower, and the bar has 
panoramic views of  the field and the vale beyond. I was already stationed at the bar with 
a beer, watching the evening sun drain the green from the field and touch off  the 
western sky. 

A lean elderly fellow strolled up to the bar next to me and hesitated. He was wearing 
tweeds and had a quiet air. I didn’t know his name, but I knew he was an early solo pilot 
at about the same stage as I, though making slower progress, as older men did. We had 
exchanged a little flying talk earlier on the field. 

“Good day’s flying?” I asked. 
“Not bad.” 
“Thermals good to the south earlier.” 
“Yes…ß” he said frowning, as though two o’clock had been years ago. 
“You look a little cold. Have a drink?” 
There was a pause. “It’s just… today is my wife’s anniversary.” 
I wasn’t sure what I was supposed to say. Should I ask him why he hadn’t brought her 

to the club with him? Perhaps he was saying he only had time for a quick one before he 
picked her up and they went for dinner. 

“Congratulations,” I ventured. 
There was a silence. 
“Oh shit!” 
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It was “Bomber” Mac, further up the bar, who had pronounced “Oh shit!” like 
spitting into a still pool. 

I didn’t connect it with our conversation. As a non-sequitur it seemed rather funny. 
Had he spilled his beer or something? A stupid grin warmed to my face. 

The two old men stood and looked at each other, and ignored me.  
“I was stationed in British India after the war,” said Mac eventually. “One night I was 

invited to a dinner dance at the next airfield. It was a posh do, all of  us in our best togs. 
During the evening a very attractive young lady caught my eye. She was receiving plenty 
of  attention as you can imagine.” 

My gaze slid sideways out of  the darkening window. Smoke curled up from a cigarette 
butt which somebody hadn’t put out properly. It caught the last orange of  the sun. Out 
on the ridge path a single figure stooped to pick something up from the ground. I 
couldn’t make out what it was. 

“Well, later in the evening,” continued Mac, “this same lady came up to me and said 
‘Can you take me outside for a moment please?’ Fair enough I thought. The young lady 
wants a breath of  fresh air and she needs a gentleman to accompany her. 

“When we got outside she turned to me, and all she said was ‘You know... they just – 
don’t – understand.’ You see, her husband had been shot down over Burma…” 

I sat at the end of  the bar and drank my beer. Mac carried on but I didn’t hear any 
more. I hadn’t exactly stopped listening – but his story had become a silent film 
projected onto some internal screen.  It still hadn’t sunk in, the enormity of  my gaffe. I 
was in denial. Any fool can tell you that anniversaries are not always happy occasions.  At 
that moment I both understood, and just – didn’t – understand that the old man’s wife was 
not this minute putting the finishing touches to her makeup and waiting for her taxi. 

–––––––––––––––––––––– 
PIP

A clever title and an interesting and different backdrop to the story.  A real toe-curling embarrassment with 
which one can identify!  The only thing which jarred with me was ' just – didn’t – understand '  at the end.  I am 
not sure if  it is the phrase itself  or just the italics which jars.  

(Ed: the formatting of  the phrase was mine, not the author’s: I made it exactly like the “young lady’s” outburst in appearance to 
draw the connection – but that was to overemphasise the obvious.) 

SUE
This is a very poignant story, cleverly intertwining two different strands of  experience (the young narrator’s 

and the older man’s). The only thing I might possibly tweak is the phrase “my wife’s anniversary”. I think what’s 
going on is that the young narrator initially doesn’t notice the slight oddness of  the phrase and assumes it’s a 
wedding anniversary, but it is actually the anniversary of  wife’s death. But I’m not sure someone would actually 
refer to the anniversary of  a death as “my wife’s anniversary”, and I’m puzzling about what phrase you could 
use... maybe have older man say “I have an anniversary today” and younger man say “congratulations” before the 
reveal that it’s the anniversary of  a death? 

JENNY
Max 
This story beautifully describes the confidence and joy of  youth and contrasts it so poignantly with its naivety. 

A lovely pace in the writing draws the reader in and leaves them with a little sigh of  sadness. 

VERONICA
I really like the opening paragraph.  Such an apt analogy, together with fossil memories! 
For me, the characters in the clubhouse come over more as caricatures, which made me question whether this 

was true or a fictional story written in the first person. 
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The way you suddenly turn the story into something else is quite sudden and is something like going into 
free-fall before the parachute opens.  It really conveys how only life experience can bring wisdom. 

(Ed: it is genuine autobiography, though written in the style of  a good short-story, by a BA in English.) 

LESLEY
Hello Max. Thanks for joining in this week. 
I like your story with its intriguing opening sentence and the nicely written vignettes of  the different 

characters, which provide enough detail in a succinct way to bring them to life. 
We then get a bit more in relation to ‘Mac’ and how he (gently?), in an indirect way, makes you aware of  your 

gaffe. He didn’t make a blunt statement that it was the anniversary of  the death of  the other man’s wife. I think 
we can all learn a lesson from that - it is sometimes kinder to make an oblique reference to spare the harsh reality 
of  a situation. 

ADELE
Yes Ian, like you say, a very good short story from earlier life.  I assume he gets his writing skills from his 

father.  Well done Max. 

IAN
I remember the time well, and it’s fascinating to get the story from the other side. Max had a habit of  

succeeding in anything he undertook. And still does. Yet never seeming to have anything to prove to anyone. 
Except the obvious theorem: pick the right objective, then do the necessary hard work to get there. 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Lesley Pemberton

A LIFE OF CRIME
There isn't much crime in this small, rural market town. Not like the big towns and 

cities. I should know, I was married to the local Bobby. 
Dave and I came to live here when he got a posting over 20 years ago. His last job 

before retiring meant he was able to wind down after a lot of  stress in the city. I liked the 
quieter pace of  life, too, and got to know many of  the locals well. 

There was the odd burglary, theft of  farm equipment, break-ins to cars (usually at 
local tourist spots), a few traffic offenses and minor domestic incidents. People 
sometimes complained about the anti-social behaviour of  teenagers but it was mainly 
about the noise when groups gathered together at the park. Fairly normal for youths but 
it can be annoying to other folk. They usually dispersed quietly after a word from Dave, 
which was a relief. A big contrast to the city gangs where the Police would be reluctant 
to cause confrontation and possible verbal and physical retaliation. 

Sadly, Dave died of  a sudden heart attack not long after retiring. All those years of  
stress before coming here must have taken their toll. 

I stayed on in our small bungalow which we bought after we had to leave the Police 
House. My arthritis is getting worse but I can get out and I still keep my eyes and ears 
open about what's going on; it's just a habit. 

A few weeks ago I was visiting old Mrs Mottram up on the top road. She's a widow 
like me and we enjoy a chat and a cuppa every so often. 

"Glennis," she said in a conspiratorial way, "there's summat strange about them 
people who're renting my farmhouse up the lane." 

'"What do you mean?" I asked, picturing the stone farmhouse and large barn that 
were now let out by Mrs Mottram. After her husband died she'd moved into a former 
worker's cottage. Most of  the land had been sold apart from a small garden round her 
cottage and that immediately surrounding the farmhouse and barn. A track led from the 
main road, past her cottage to the farmhouse a short way up the lane. 

"Well," she continued, "they're coming and going at all hours, usually in a big black 
van. T'other week they were bringing lots of  stuff  in boxes and putting them in t'barn." 

"Ah!" I said. "You just happened to see?" Knowing full well she kept a close eye on 
her property and its tenants. 

"But that's not all of  it," she added. "They have lights on all the time. Must be very 
bright because I can see the light shining out of  the cracks between the wood slats of  
the barn wall." 

Intrigued, I asked what she thought was going on. Mrs Mottram proceeded to tell me 
she'd gone up to the barn one day and was trying to look through a crack in the wall. 
Young Tony, one of  the tenants, had startled her by creeping up behind and asking what 
she was doing. 

Recovering her senses, but still flustered, she'd said, "I was just coming to see if  
everything's all right for you in the farmhouse. Wondered why the barn was lit up 
inside." 
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"Nothing to worry about, Mrs M," Tony purred, "we're doing a bit of  market 
gardening. Getting the crops to grow quick...you know, like they do with the forced 
rhubarb." 

"Well, Glennis," Mrs Mottram looked me straight in the eye. "I bit my tongue, 
knowing that rhubarb is forced in t'dark, and I thought it obviously wasn't what they 
were growing." 

"I don't know," I said. "Maybe they're growing tomatoes or herbs." 
"Mebbe." Mrs Mottram pondered a moment. "But you know, it was also very hot in 

that barn. I could feel the heat coming out. And there was a strong smell too." 
I tried to laugh it off  and reassure her. "As long as they're paying for the heating and 

lighting, why worry?" 
Mrs Mottram sighed and slumped down in her chair. I could see she was concerned. 
"Tell you what," I suggested, "let me know when Tony and the others are out - try to 

find out if  they'll be away for some time - and I'll come up. We can have a snoop round." 
"Right," she said, perking up a little. "I 'ave a spare key for the side door to the barn. I 

don't think they've changed the lock on that. They put a big new padlock on the main 
doors though." 

We said our goodbyes. A few days later Mrs Mottram phoned me. 
"Glennis, can you get here now. They've gone out for the day." 
I assured her I'd get there straight away and drove as quick as I could - keeping to the 

speed limit, of  course. 
Mrs Mottram was pacing up and down by the barn and said she didn't want to go in 

until I got there. She fiddled with the lock on the side door, her hands trembling, but 
soon got it open. Even before we went in I knew what she meant about the light and the 
heat. Inside it was almost overpowering, as was the sweet, musky smell. 

Row on row of  small plants filled almost all the space in the large barn, with narrow 
walkways between. Large arc lamps were strung on the beams above and powerful 
heaters radiated like a hundred suns. Water was being pumped and channeled along the 
rows of  plants. 

"What do you think? Mrs Mottram asked. 
"I think they'll have a big water bill as well as electric," I replied, trying not to unnerve 

her. "Let's get out and go back to your cottage." 
I asked her for the key to lock up, urging her to go ahead and put the kettle on. 
We both felt a little light-headed but revived after a couple of  cups of  tea each. 
"It must have been that heat," said Mrs Mottram. "I felt a bit woozy in there." 
"Me too," I answered, but I suspected it was more to do with the aroma emitted from 

the plants. 
"Don't say anything to Tony or the others," I suggested. "There's something odd 

going on with all those plants. I tell you what, I'll ask Sgt Higgins to come and have a 
look, if  you let him know when the coast is clear." 

"Aye, that's fine. I'll do that." Mrs Mottram said, almost in a whisper, and was 
beginning to nod off  so I bade farewell. 

You've probably guessed by now what I suspected and what Sgt Higgins encountered 
later. He'd called in the Drugs Squad. Cannabis plants, that's what was growing in the 
barn. 
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Tony and his mates were caught unawares after some surveillance and taken away 
under arrest. The plants had to be destroyed. 

Mrs Mottram was all of  a flutter and enjoying being the centre of  attention in this big 
local news story. 

I was going about my normal business but secretly smiling. What no one knew was 
that I'd picked up a couple of  plant pots before leaving the barn. Mrs Mottram had gone 
to make the tea as I'd asked and I was able to put the plants in my car boot without her 
seeing anything. 

That heady aroma in the barn had reminded me of  my youth, when young people had 
a craze for lighting joss sticks. Sometimes to try and cover the smell of  the cannabis 
they'd been smoking. Not me, of  course. I'd always lived a crime free life - apart from 
knowing what went on from the tales Dave told me. 

But now, you know, some people say cannabis should be legalised. It's far less harmful 
than most proprietary drugs and a lot less harmful than alcohol and smoking cigarettes. 
I've looked on the internet and I know you can't believe everything is true on there but I 
think I might go with the view that cannabis has a lot of  good medicinal uses. I'll start 
with seeing if  it helps to ease my arthritis.  

Two little green babies are snug in my spare bedroom, warm and watered and in the 
light. They should be maturing soon. I just hope they're hermaphrodytes, self  
pollinating. I could get myself  a good little business going. As I said before, I know the 
locals well. I know the ones who would welcome alternative pain and symptom relief  
and would keep quiet about the source. 

–––––––––––––––––––––– 

PIP
Love this!  Wasn't anticipating the ending. 

SUE
I like the neat little twist at the end of  this tale… 

JENNY
An amusing and entertaining tale. I did like the narrator who keeps to the speed limit, never tried drugs as a 

teenager and dutifully reports the local cannabis farm to the police; yet is delightfully underhand in procuring the 
"green babies" and wondering if  she can turn it into a little business venture, as well as trying it herself. The story 
unfolds beautifully. 

VERONICA
I enjoyed this.  One small thing, I see it more as a village than a small market town.  It is too rural by 

description - do you really get stone farmhouses, large barns and a lane in a town?  Perhaps the outskirts? 

LESLEY
I wrote this after reading/hearing news reports about an incident of  a cannabis farm being discovered in a 

rural area in Yorkshire. Also there had been a lot of  discussion/controversy about legalising cannabis for 
medicinal use. 

Rather than a dark tale, I wrote a more light-hearted account involving two nosy old women who made a 
discovery. Glennis, the narrator, happened to be the widow of  a well-principled policeman and always considered 
herself  a moral, upstanding citizen. 

Her ‘life of  crime’ had been through her late husband’s experiences as a policeman…until she was tempted 
by the weed. For medicinal purposes, of  course. 
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ADELE
Nice little story.  You do local dialogue really well, Lesley. One thing that struck me was, how did Mrs. 

Mottram know they were going out for the day?  Had she overheard them?  You don’t say, and, to be honest, I 
think it would be more of  a suspense if  we didn’t know that, as they could come back at any time, which would 
add to the tension of  their snooping around, particularly if  Glennis found herself  on the wrong side of  the law 
after being married to it.  Having said that, it’s a nice little twist that she has turned rogue in the end anyway. 

IAN
A well-written tale with an enigmatic moral: It’s an ill wind that blows nobody any good – and in that spirit it’s 

hard to begrudge Glennis some small benefit from the criminal enterprise she’s helped to roll up. 
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